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IN THE EQUALITY COURT
(HELD AT THE MAGISTRATE’S COURT UBOMBO)
In the matter between:
Case #: 1/2017

iSIMANGALISO WETLAND PARK AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM

FIRST APPLICANT

SECOND APPLICANT

And

SODWANA BAY GUEST HOUSE /
KATARÍNA KRIŽÁNIOVÁ (Manageress)

ENKI ANDRE M. SLADE

FIRST RESPONDENT

SECOND RESPONDENT

________________________________________________________________________
OPPOSING AFFIDAVIT
________________________________________________________________________

Be pleased to take judicial cognizance that this Good Faith Public Notice is for all Jurisdictions
and that this declaration of rights and all related communication is Executed Outside the Republic
for Use Within the Republic in accordance with rule 63 of the HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
rules.

Notice to principal is notice to agent; notice to agent is notice to principal.
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I, Immayah, on behalf of the undersigned,

KATARÍNA KRIŽÁNIOVÁ

Do hereby state under Oath as follows:
Parties:

1.
My name is Immayah. I am acting agent on behalf of the Trust (legal fiction) of KATARÍNA
KRIŽÁNIOVÁ. I am a 28-year-old Hebrew Woman who resides close to the “Park” managed by
The First Applicant. Address: Emoyeni, Sodwana Bay Main Road, Mbazwana, Kwa-Zulu Natal.
Post: P. O. Box 1596, Mbazwana, 3974. Cell: +27 (0) 76 565 4415. E-mail: katarina@wtfh.org.
2.
All facts contained in this affidavit are to the best of My knowledge and belief both true and correct
unless otherwise indicated. I was managing Sodwana Bay Guest House (hereinafter mentioned as
The First Respondent) at the time of incident complained about by The Applicants, and therefore I
represent The First Respondent in this matter. I am purebred White African woman married to
purebred White African man Andre Slade (The Second Respondent) according to Our Hebrew
Law/ The Bible. I need to make known to the Court that My Husband/Groom and I are one flesh, in
accordance to The Bible (Genesis 2:24) and thus share responsibility for everything equally; both
Our affidavits were made in co-operation/jointly (Annexure 1). For the purposes of this affidavit, I
will refer to My Husband and I as We/Us/Our/Ours. Where applicable, the word meaning
(etymology) was taken from Dictionary.com.
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3.
I had been holding post of a manageress of The First Respondent on a voluntarily bases for a
period of about 3 years prior to its closure by The Second Respondent, and I am duly authorised to
depose to this affidavit on behalf of The First Respondent.
4.
My name is Katarína Križáni; I arrived from Slovakia in South Africa as a volunteer for the World
Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms (WWOOF) in September 2012 on command of The Almighty
God. I am schooled in graphic design, and I am passionate inter alia about fine art and
photography, Nature, Human Design (Psychology), Languages, Natural healing, Energy,
Philosophy, and God/Truth. I am an EU certified Genius of Logic and was internationally ranked
number 33 in My year of testing (Annexure 2). I have an IQ of 144. Logic is the gift of accurate
reasoning and is a subject of Philosophy. My value to The Second Respondent as factual author of
the subject Humanity is irreplaceable as My gift allows Me to process large amounts of information
with accuracy and superior comprehension. Andre's published work needed objective verification,
and I was the only one who could do so due to Our ability to think out of the box and My
objectivity/independency. For the purposes of this affidavit I need to state that I am not religious or
connected to any doctrine whatsoever and I consider any labelling of religious applied to Me as
Crimen Injuria. I was the only one who did not unfairly discriminate The Second Respondent on the
basis of His belief/conscience.
5.
Shortly after I arrived to SA, I met The Second Respondent at 14 km mini marathon in Mbazwana,
and He asked Me to translate His blog (http://neanderthol.blogger.com) to My language in order to
enable wider audience to access what He had discovered and considered ultimately important. I
accepted the offer and moved into The First Respondent because prima facie The Second
Respondent was very knowledgeable, caring and passionate about His project, which I did not
have any prior contact with.
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6.
Andre told Me that He was someone special, which I could feel/see from the wisdom He possesed
and love He radiated, but I had to prove it with My logic I got given by God. Once proven, I was
determined to do anything for the truth to be revealed, even if I would be arrested. In order to be
able to correctly translate posts He had published on His abovementioned blog, I had to have
insight into His work, so I questioned everything I possibly could, even to the point of irritating The
Second Respondent at times. He neglected The First Respondent because He knew it was much
more important to share TRUTH with the world than to make money. The Guest House was
generating just enough money to sustain His living costs and salaries for the staff; Andre even
indebted Himself to pay publishing and marketing costs of His first two books. He sacrificed His
wellbeing for the wellbeing of Humanity; there are many witnesses who will confirm this statement.
My interest and passion about His project sparked further research; more and more new
revelations emerged, and We inevitably started working together on publishng the final edition.
This time everything was objectively proven; We were guided by God YAHWEH (Matthew 7:7). I
believed it was My duty to do what was in My power to help deliver the Second Respondent's
message correctly to the best of Our abilities at the time. We devoted all Our time and resources to
this one purpose.
7.
I got to know The Second Respondent's work, which made Me witness to the truth about the Son
of God Yahshuah also known as The Lion of The tribe of Judah or simply Enki. From Our biblical
research, it became very evident that I was brought into His life as I am His life partner/Bride
described in The Bible (Matthew 12:42). On Our Kabbalah We are Chesed and Gevurah; although
incorrectly, The Bible describes Us as Jesus and Mary Magdalene. It was shocking and sounded
crazy, but We could not deny it was the truth. As Enki's equal oppossite, I was given Carte Blanche
to edit and co-author the book Where To From Here: Cognition published in October 2014 as the
Testimony of ABSOLUTE TRUTH of two independent objective witnesses from opposite sexes,
opposite ages, opposite characters, opposite traditions and opposite hemispheres.
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8.
I volunteered to manage The Guest House to relieve Andre of some pressure and was a
manageress of Sodwana Bay Guesthouse at the time of alleged racist incident, as mentioned
above. The boumdaries between Our professional/business life and private life started to
disappear; guests were informed about Our research and even reprimanded if their conduct was in
contrast of what We truly believed was righteous, and many got offended by the truth they were
told. I started feeling uncomfortable about the fact that We were not able to practice what We
preach; Our belief and culture was based on God's Law, and the tourism industry and Corporate
governmental rules were in conflict with it. We knew for sure that We were the Two Witnesses of
Almighty God whose coming He had prophesied about. It was difficult for Us to be heard by
anyone, and We have been ridiculed, as you could well imagine. Our Conscience made Us take a
stand for what We know and believe very sincerely; this led to the Sodwana Bay Guest House
saga, which got Us into Equality court. In Our God's Law it is a major offence to lie, and only by
telling truth We may worship The Creator and all of His creations (Zechariah 8:16, Leviticus 19:11,
John 4:24).
9.
Because I have been witness to The Second Respondent in all aspects of His life almost 24/7
since I met Him and because it is unlawful for Me to speak lies, I need to draw the attention of this
Court to the fact that Enki Andre Slade had no prejudice or hatred towards Blacks, neither was He
aware of the fact that they were not people. This statement can be easily validated by reading the
content of His first two books, which serve as supporting evidence for this case.
10.
Based on all the truth We were shown, We had to change Our lives so We can truly represent the
truth We know. Our conscience made Us stand by what We really believed was right, according to
Biblical Law, and so We decided in the beginning of year 2016 to stop accommodating Blacks and
governmental employees. The Respondents still accommodated Our last Black male customer,
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which had been visiting The First Respondent on a monthly basis as a business representative for
about a year. After this guest, We did not take any more Black customers. Our policy was in action
few months prior to the incident described by the Applicants; it is suffice to say that I was pushing
more and more on The Second Respondent to impliment policy of not accepting Black kind here;
He felt the same but was not as willing to do it as yet. The prostitution and lies of one of the last
Black male made the decission to implement the policy clear.

11.
As result of abovementioned, a charge of Crimen Injuria was opened against both of Us on
18/08/2016 by Brigadier Paulus Teboho Mbele on demand of the MEC Sihle Zikalala, case #
76/06/2016. I had to demand the officers to charge Me as well as I was as responsible as The
Second respondent and it would be unfair to deny it; My statement was signed 3:33 pm in The First
Respondent. When I had to identify Myself, the officers looked at My passport which had no visa
stamp and arrested Me eventhough We informed them that We do not fall under jurisdiction as
Common Law inhabitants. Since this day, I was illegally detained by Ubombo Magistrates' Court for
33 weeks for “illegal immigration” after several failed attempts to start a paper-trail with the
Department of Home Affairs. Because I understood that The Book was of utmost importance to
humanity, I decided to stay and face what comes My way. Andre was on a very tight schedule with
commitments as Author. The exchange of information and intense research that took place prior to
publication consumed Us for 16-20 hours almost every day for two years. Even after spending all
Our savings on publishing the books, to date We have not taken any proceeds in reward for Our
work. The Publisher, Xlibris, will verify this.
12.
Section 34 of the Bill of Rights states: “Everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be
resolved by the application of law decided in a fair public hearing before a court or, where
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appropriate, another independent and impartial tribunal or forum.”. It is in the interest of justice The
Respondents demand referral of the matter to the Constitutional Court on the following grounds:


The State Prosecutor of the Ubombo Magistrate's Court, Soko is in a breach of Code of
Conduct for Members of the National Prosecuting Authority under Section 22 (6) of the
National Prosecuting Authority Act, 1998 by being inter alia disrespectful, prejudice (unfairly
discriminatory), perjurious and incompetent, as the recording of the session held at
Mbazwana Magistrates' court on 25/05/2017 will prove.



The appointed Legal Aid lawyer, Miss Zikalala is in contravention of Service Delivery
Charter of the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development as well as Legal Aid
SA Code of Ethics and Conduct.



In accordance with SHERIFFS ACT 90 OF 1986 the Sheriff based at the abovementioned
court, Sheriff Themba, is guilty of improper conduct as per the Sheriffs Board case number
10121/11, ref: K11/1.UBOMBO/01/ns.



The Magistrates' Court of Ubombo is in contravention of Service Delivery Charter of the
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development.



The Respondents raise a number of challenges to the constitutionality of legislation,
including the Equality Act and Rule 9 of The Constitution, and such matters fall under the
jurisdiction of the Constitutional Court.

Fuller and more detailed arguments will be made to the Court when the matter is heard.

13.
From The Respondents’ research into humanity They came to realise that the fundamental
differences between the various kinds of Homos (members of Homo genus) on Earth renders the
Constitution of South Africa “racist” as it clearly excludes Blacks. They came to the conclusion that
God Himself could be considered a “racist”, so They looked for the problem elsewhere. They
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decided to turn to the only real law there is: God’s Law. As Hebrew, The Respondents decided to
devote Their house to Their family members, The Tribe of Israel, who have remained pure in
breeding as per Natural Law.
14.
It is suffice to remind the court that I was declared Mentally Healthy by the Fort Napier psychiatric
hospital in Pietermaritzburg; My evaluation took 3 weeks from 25/01/2017 to 14/02/2017 (Annexure
3). Eventhough I stated during My interviews directly to the mental assessment team that I am
Sophia/Immayah known as the Holy Spirit and Andre M. Slade is Enki/Yahshuah known as the Son
of God, it did not effect the reported outcome. The Bible prophesied the arrival of God Yahweh's
Two Witnesses (Revelation 11:3), so it is only logical that somebody has to be them. Were it not for
the incompetence of the state prosecutor of Ubombo Magistrates' Court, Soko, the world would
have had proof of the Second Respondent’s mental health for this hearing as well. He awaits a
new appointment on 14/08/2017. The Magistrate's doubt about Our mental health was a result of
Us pleading not guilty on My “Illegal Immigrant” and His “Harbouring” charge. Enki Andre Slade
accepted free bail and awaits His hearing without detention.

15.
The First Respondent wishes to reiterate that Rule 3 of The Promotion of Equality and Prevention
of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000 states that unfair discrimination is only unfair if it is proven to
be unfair.
16.
I now provide a seriatim reply to the allegations in the founding and confirmatory affidavit. Any
allegation in the Applicants' affidavits which is not specifically addressed in this affidavit is denied.
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17.
RESPONSE TO THE FIRST APPLICANT'S AFFIDAVIT
Ad paragraph 5
The contents of this paragraph are admitted subject to the fact that the First Respondent is no
longer operating; it was terminated by The Second Respondent on or about 27/6/2016.

Ad paragraph 6
The contents of this paragraph are admitted subject to the facts that the Second Respondent no
longer owns The First Respondent nor has He carried on with business since on or about
27/6/2016, as mentioned in above paragraph.

Ad paragraph 7
The contents of this paragraph are noted, and I admit that The First Respondent sent out the email
in question quoted in this paragraph on 22/6/2017 and that it was sent through email account of
Enki Andre M Slade, The Second Respondent.

Ad paragraph 8
The article published by so-called Independent Online mentioned in this paragraph (Annexure EC2
in The First Respondent's affidavit) is inaccurate, deceptive and in fact it constitutes Crimen Injuria
against The Second Respondent by calling Him “racist”, “religious fanatic” as both these claims are
false. Further, by Msimango's alleged reply quoted herein as: “This is appalling. This makes me
wonder to myself if the president of this country (the country you live in) is not allowed in your
whites-only guest house since he is black?”, she directly shows she does not believe in equality
that she claims to profess as she considers the president, which in fact is a criminal, to have
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preference to common public. This puts into dispute her integrity. The Second Respondent’s
statement: “... we work according to God’s law and according to God’s law we have to have some
sort of segregation between the creation He left here ... the law YOU have in South Africa is
Satan’s law” is true and correct, as shown in The Second Respondent's affidavit. The First
Respondent admits this statement reflected its policies. Regarding the word bastard, it was applied
correctly and with full knowledge of The First Respondent; it is Hebrew Biblical term describing any
illegitimate offspring (Deuteronomy 23:2), which Mmusi Maimane is.

Ad paragraph 9
The contents of this paragraph are admitted except that The Second Respondent did not refer to
“his Bible”, as stated in this paragraph under 9.1 but to The Bible in general (Kings James Bible or
any other version which was correctly translated) and except that He did not mean any offense by
His comments; Andre was merely honest. If the radio presenter from Vuma FM, Jacintha Ngobese,
took an offense it points to her emotional reaction rather than objective reasoning. Further reply is
provided by The Second Respondent. Once again the Court's attention is drawn to the fact that the
abovementioned presenter lied to Me by saying she was not from the media, as the EC3 Annexure
proves, and thus the credibility of her statements should be questioned.
The First Respondent acknowledges that Jacintha offered Us opportunity to spend a week with her
and her Black associates. Andre only wanted to confer with Me prior to the decision-making out of
respect; We never dismissed this deal; on the contrary, We did further correspond with her and ask
her to read Our Book prior to the meeting. On recent call with Enki Yahshuah, this reporter
however denied it, which is pointing once again to her dishonesty. We do not treat Blacks or any
other animal as nothing but respect them for what they are. We did this out of love, as Enki Andre
Slade mentioned in the media interviews; there was no hatred involved. We both love animals and
neither of Us disrespects anything The Creator made for His own purpose other than His
opponents: those who disregard His Law.
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Ad paragraph 10
The First Respondent confirms that The First and The Second Respondent are in no way affiliated
to The First Applicant.
Ad paragraph 11
The First Respondent refers to the Second Respondent's affidavit.
Ad paragraph 12
The contents of this paragraph are noted by The First Respondent.
Ad paragraph 13
The First Respondent refers to the Second Respondent's affidavit and, as stated before, together
with the Second Respondent, they demand this case to be refered to The Constitutional Court
because They dispute the Act itself for the reason that it contravenes The Constitution and also
their Hebrew/Torah Law.

18.
RESPONSE TO CONFIRMATORY AFFIDAVIT
Ad paragraph 4
The First Respondent was not registered by the Department of Tourism, which in fact has no
jurisdiction over the The Second Respondent Himself, as a free Man on Land, or over His property
(The First Respondent).
Ad paragraph 5

For the reasons stated in paragraph 4, The Second Respondent is being denied authority over The
First Respondent.
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Ad paragraph 6 and 7
The contents of these paragraphs are noted.
Ad paragraph 8 and 9
The First Respondent refers to The Second Respondent's affidavit.

Ad paragraph 10
The contents of this paragraph are noted.

Fuller and more detailed arguments as to why The Respondents oppose the Applicants'
allegations in this matter will be made to the Court where the matter is heard.

______________________
DEPONENT
Dated at Ubombo Court on 20 June 2017
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I certify that the deponent has acknowledged that She understands the contents of this affidavit
which was sworn to before me at Ubombo Magistrate's court on this the 20th day of June 2017.
That the same are true and correct to the best of Her knowledge. That She has no objection to
taking this oath which She also considers binding on Her conscience and uttering the words “So
help me God”.

(Signed)______________________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

Full names:______________________________________

Capacity:______________________________________

Address:______________________________________

